
Next Generation in Sustainability 

for Victorian Businesses

An End-to End View of C&I Waste and  Zero Net Carbon

for Hospitals, Airports, Offices, public Facilities  …
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“Clean up your own house, educate from 

within and impact broadly/community wide”
• Significant investor syndication – Responsible Investment 

- benefits

• Community wide leadership communications benefits

Seven major companies that 
committed to net-zero emissions

- Vale, Nestle, Thyssen Krupp, Duke Energy …
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Commercial and Industrial waste comprises 35% 

of Landfill (=C) - more than Domestic!
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• Overall, 833 kilos^ (nearly 

1 tonne) goes to landfill 

p.a. across all Australians.

• Incr. of 12% in past 10 years

• 25% or 208 kg p.a. 

Domestic

• Over an average 

persons’ lifespan this =

70 tonnes (+50 average 

cars) to landfill.
^ = 2017 Australian population of 24 million. 

Average lifespan 82.45 years (2015). Workforce

Of 12.5 million in June 2018

Landfill Sources
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So what should we/can we do?

• Centralise the Waste Hierarchy in businesses

and take a holistic integrated systems  

approach across:-

• Energy,

• On site or Embedded Renewables, combined with  

Network accessed  Renewables and Waste to Energy 

(WtE) options, and

• Waste management processes, 

• Water management/Treatment.

• Defining the interrelationships, interfaces, 

technology options and value drivers for all.

• Fully costing ‘End-to-End or life cycle’ 

option comparisons

• Now versus new ways of doing things 

• Benefits from adopting new approaches
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Working out the “low carbon footprint” for 

your business that fits new world requires:
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https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/fileadmin

/Dokumente/2018/180820_WWF-SA_Low-carbon_manuf.pdf
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Multi-variate, addressing of inputs, 

throughputs and outputs

https://www.international-climate-initiative.com/fileadmin


A key Challenge by waste type is sorting at 

source and at scale incl for C&I …
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C&I waste encompasses:-

• Packaging – across all processes

• Wood, paper, plastic, glass, metals

• Putrescibles

• Other

© Wolf Consulting 2020
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Whilst great you don’t have to separate at 

source to still get useful waste streams!
• E.g. Anaergia’s Organics Extrusion Press (OREX™) 

separates solid waste streams into wet organic and dry 

fractions - over 90% of putrescible organics diverted away 

from landfills and into energy production potentially.
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Source: Anaergia

It can

Take

30 years

to educate

Society 

wide 

On correct 

separation

As 

evidenced

In 

European 

Countries

e.g. Switz



‘Fit-to-Waste feedstock’ Technologies 
Solid Waste e.g.
• Glass

• Cans (Al +)

• Clothing, Appliances +

• Construction materials incl 

Metals 

• Plastic Bottles

• Plastic wrapping

• Other

• Cardboard and Paper

• Wood - Various

Food Waste,

and Sewerage
Oil Palm and other 

specialist crops

Thermal Processing (Bio)Chemical Processing Mechanical Processing

Combustion (T, P, O2)
• Incineration
• Gasification
• Pyrolysis

Heat and Power Chemical Feedstocks   Ethanol      Biodiesel       

Anaerobic

Digestion
Fermentation Crushing Oil Crops
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The rule book!

The Key to Moving Forward is four fold:-

2. Centralising the Waste 
Hierarchy & Educate

1. End-to-End approach -
end use markets/supply 
chains and infrastructure

2. Keeping materials at its 
highest and most 
valuable level of use for 
as long as possible – new 
uses and partnerships

3. Design for multi-recycles,

4. Integrative, matched tech 
by waste type (Max value)

5. Incentivise (policies) re-
users/ packagers (and 
recyclers/ unpackagers!) 
incl policy,

6. Use Learnings from 
overseas experience,
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3. Applying Next Gen Smarts

4.  Commerciality - Focusing on lower Cost 

& CO2 emissions alternatives to current 

systems

© Wolf Consulting 2021

1. Quantify, Analyse, Set Targets by 

Most 

Focus is

simplistically

here

Missing 

so much



How do we get started?

1. Integrated system approach – we bring bringing tools 

and approaches here.

2. Look at process and technology option impacts and do 

commercial assessments - Using data analytics/Life 

cycle Carbon emissions analysis and comparative 

advantage modelling, and

3. Set Targets/Develop Implementation plans and 

undertake stakeholder engagement support and Monitor.
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An Opportunity to be more Sustainable & De-

Carbonise …to reach Zero-Net-Carbon
Through a Sustainability Package made up of:

• Comprising off:

1. ‘End-to-End’ more sustainable cost effective waste management through more 
recycling and sourced matched commercial energy recovery, taking into account 
H20 content. ‘Creation to  Reusable’ format or ‘more sustainable Disposal’ 
options defined, cost/benefit & risk analysed for implementation, plus

2. Locking in of a % of renewable energy supply: 20%, 50%, 80% or 100%.

3. At ones finger tips demand management systems for all facilities.

• Company wide multiple facilities or package sold by a facility to multiple 
occupants as part of the lease:-
• Waste management pricing: Flat fee for X tonnes (as per current) plus surcharge on 

additional amounts. Including monitoring and comparators  for similar businesses etc.)

• Electricity component pricing: Not more than non-renewables (PPA or on site), 

• Control software – at ones finger tips.
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Renewable energy and Energy 

Efficiency offering 

Waste Reduction and 

Waste to Value offering
+
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Customer base/Market Context
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Embedded

Networks

&

Centralised 

processes

- Large Corporates multi facilities 

- Large facilities/Multiple tenancy businesses

e.g. Office buildings, Airports, Shopping centres

- Industrials including remote

Scale & Location 

(geographic hubs) 

have a role
© Wolf Consulting 2021



Wolf’s perspective encompasses Waste, 

Water & Energy (WWE) … looking at,  

What do we do ourselves?

• What should we do on site?

• Cost, Resourcing, Space, Other 

Constraints, Resources ($, effort)

• What Technologies match our 

needs/should we invest in?

• What impact does scale have 

on Technology eff., Capital 

costs, IRR etc.

What do we do with 
others/partners on? And how?

• Can we get the same 

Sustainability benefits 

working with others 

(Clusters/Hubs)?

• Who are they?

• What does an Integrated 

solution/system look like? 
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What is Involved?
1. Define ‘End-to-end’ (Creation to reusable’ or significantly less 

disposal) sustainable waste management and energy systems, 
that deliver value that encompasses:-
- Fact based practical guidance on waste avoidance and reuse strategies in the workplace, 

- Facts and processes for sorting for recycling - more and higher calibre design of recycling 
at source e.g. a workplace 

- Partnerships in more and new uses of recycled material and communication of benefits

- Support (commercial agreements), progress information (real time improvements being 
achieved) and investment support (cost/benefit, risk and sustainability and de-
carbonisation benefits assessments for communication) in terms of  new 
opportunities/management systems

- Efficient waste type matching in terms of energy recovery – Scale achieved, risk shared -
investment at a centralised location attributable to a corporate / contributors of waste. 

2. % of renewable energy supply: 20%, 50%, 80% or 100% locked in 

Packages sold to corporates across multi-facilities or large facilities 
• Retail Power and Demand Management

• Waste Management – fee plus surcharge on amount processed (assuring 
competitive participation).

Delivering significant sustainability and de-carbonisation benefits.
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How does this work in reality in large Facilities?
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How to Progress:-
1. Business wide or facility specific collation of key facts across 

interrelated Energy, Waste and Water:

a) Tonnes, usage patterns, existing contracts, infrastructure, future investments 
plans on site etc.

b) Engaging with stakeholders as part of the solution definition, knowledge transfer 
/include education piece (facts), ownership for actions/behaviours,

2. Overall End to End/Life Cycle approach to Operational footprints

a) Define whole systems/cycles and interfaces

b) Specialist potential partner inputs on Options: Expert and supplementary skills

c) Assess local market for offtake of increased levels of recyclables and logistics –
assess site specific technical constraints 

d) Identity, approach and work with nearby facilities/businesses (as appropriate)

e) Understand and cost/benefit risk assess technology options 

f) Fact based current processes and Could be – for wide ranging communications

g) Impacts/comparative assessment of alternative options (Facts)

3. Options for delivery detailed (Funding, IRR, timing etc.)

4. Decision making, Implementation, tracking and reporting.
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How is this so different?
• Lots of good things happening in the business? …but what is coming/what 

will maintain optionality for the future and be more holistically

• Facility design (upfront or retrospective)
• Waste systems for tenants

• Common area systems

• Metering embedded network

• New facility operating systems - Labour (training), practices, 
monitoring/reporting of recovery of Waste

• Education/communication for new tenants and ongoing

• Energy Billing – No difference - same as current industry standards. Waste 
billing becomes explicit.

• Working with adjacent businesses/facilities delivery of a future 
sustainability focussed solutions – Geographic Hubs
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This Opportunity can Deliver
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Waste Reduction & 

Waste to Value: 
1. Focus on avoidance and reuse –

reducing primary source use of 

Crude Oil (plastics), Al etc.

2. More recycling (means less to 

disposal (asset, logistic and 

holding/clean up costs at landfill) 

and wastage (only 10% of potential 

goes to landfill gas)

3. Key is cost effective sorting at 

source – Allowing recycling and 

better matching of energy recovery 

technologies

4. Allows optimal technology 

investment - scale/multi-investor

Renewable and energy 

Efficiency offering 
1. Total renewables energy solutions 

through lower cost/ commercial 

underwritten back-to-back 

renewable PPA’s (Across wind, 

solar and baseload hydro & 

bioenergy) with backup/balance 

from grid 

2. Physically on-site embedded 

energy – can be part of the 

outcome 

3. Off-site at scale investments with 

attributable sustainability benefits 

to for investors

4. Demand response in your hands
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Where can this Lead?

• Facility design/re-design (upfront or retrospective)
• Separating Waste by type at source, at scale

• New contracts and data flows 

• Life Cycle reports showing improvements Net Carbon improvements

• New hardware installations – New metering, measuring, monitoring

• New Infrastructure and Investment Opportunities in Geographic zones  
(logistics cost & CO2 related) working with adjacent businesses/facilities

• New jobs/employment/skills & factual Information dissemination
• Labour (training) - practices, 

• Greater Monitoring & Reporting of recovery of different Waste streams (granularity)

• Central is Education/Communication – At Workplaces with this flowing 
on into the Broader Community 
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Next Generation Sustainability involves
A) An Interrelated Waste-Water-Energy (WtE or Waste to 

Value (WtV)) approach centred around the Waste 

Hierarchy, Technology matching and Commercial Smarts

B) Partnering and collaboration to get scale and a fact based 

multi-disciplinary approach (Cant know or do it all alone)

C) End to End solutions that deliver real sustainability impacts 

that can be confidently communicated into the community.
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Want more information? Contact: 

www.biosyngas.com.au and 

www.wolfconsulting.com.au
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